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A: You can use next with dict comprehension: d = {item.replace(' ',' ').split(',') for item in lines} or: from pprint import pprint import re d = {(re.sub(' ',' ',s).split(',') for s in l.split()) for l in open('data.txt')} print d If you want lists: import re import collections d = collections.defaultdict(list) for l in open('data.txt'): d[re.sub(' ',' ',s).split(',')].append(l) print d Example: l = [' ', 'test', ' ', ' ', 'these lines','should', 'appear', ',', 'and', 'no'] d = {(re.sub(' ',' ',s).split(',') for s in l.split()) for l in open('data.txt')} print d #
defaultdict(, {'should': ['these lines'], 'appear': ['and'], 'and': ['no'], 'these lines': ['test'],'should': ['appear'], 'no': [], ' ': ['', 'test', 'test']}) EDIT: To use with Python 3 you need drop the ' ' in re.sub: ' ' + re.sub(' ',' ',s) Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) researchers are creating a "microbial battery" made of bacteria that is able to produce electricity when placed in fuel-reduced environments to address the need for inexpensive, sustainable energy sources. The study, reported June 21 in the journal Nature
Nanotechnology, builds on efforts that have already demonstrated the production of electricity from a synthetic fuel made from hydrogen and carbon dioxide that can be obtained from biomass. But this new research takes that idea one step further by using bacteria that can produce electricity in the presence of oxygen, then combining the electricity with hydrogen and carbon dioxide to form a synthetic fuel. "We have shown that there are bacteria in your gut that are capable of using hydrogen to produce a

fuel that can be used to power your body for hours at a time," says MIT
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Thermacam Researcher Pro 2.10 Crack Cocaine Study Outline Following this study you will be able to: C7, C8, C9: GABAA receptors and ketamine derivatives of GABAA receptor agonists as potential treatments for schizophrenia and mania. C5: a novel role for the GABAA receptor Cl-
channel in the control of the onset of theta oscillations. C8: GABAA receptor subunit-dependent signalling in the formation of long-term potentiation. C5: a novel role for the GABA-A receptor alpha 5/6 subunit in the control of theta oscillations. C3: A novel role for GABAA receptors in

neuronal differentiation of forebrain progenitor cells. C2: a novel role for GABAA receptors in the control of theta oscillations and spatial memory formation in the hippocampus. C4: the role of GABA in corticostriatal function and dopamine signalling. C1: a novel role for GABAA receptor
subunits in astrocyte differentiation. (L’Equipe Aug 14, 1999) Abstract 4-OH-KETAMINE is a putative hallucinogenic compound, which acts as an antagonist of the GABAA receptor. In the present study, the blockade of spontaneous electrographic activity of the striatum by 4-OH-KETAMINE

was studied using single unit recording technique in freely-moving, chronically implanted, Wistar rats. Intra-stratal micro-injections of 4-OH-KETAMINE dose-dependently reduced the number of spontaneous striatal neurons and cell firing. The inhibitory effect of 4-OH-KETAMINE was
reversibly antagonized by micro-injections of the selective GABAA receptor agonist AM-OH-KETAMINE. Thermacam Researcher Pro Crack Cocaine A novel role for GABAA receptors in astrocyte differentiation. A novel role for GABAA receptors in the control of theta oscillations and spatial

memory formation in the hippocampus. L’Equipe Aug 14, 1999 Abstract Neurons, astrocytes and microglia are the three major cell populations of the nervous system. However, little is known about the phenotypic heterogeneity of the non-neuronal cells in their relation to spatial learning.
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